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Abstract 
This paper introduces interior design variables into hedonic housing model. 
Those variables are usually neglected by researchers while estimating the fitted value 
of a dwelling. It is believed that most potential buyers in property market would 
consider the floor layout of a flat before making purchase decision. Only few studies, 
which always concentrate on low-rise apartments, analyze the relationship between 
housing design and the price. Since the architecture design of a housing estate is 
more or less the same, some analysts, in order to maximize the goodness of fit, use 
estate dummy in their models. Instead, we employ the idea of Nakata and Asami 
(2006) as well as the common descriptions in property market to construct the data 
set of the model. In Hong Kong, property agents always use some terms, for example 
shape of living room and the view of the flat, to descript the features of flat to 
potential buyers. Using the most frequent transaction housing estates in Hong Kong, 
and we show that some of the newly introduced variables, for instance, "No. of 
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It is believed that the interior design of a flat could influence its 
valuation，1 since most potential buyers in real estate market would think about 
of these factors before making purchase decision; however, "interior design 
variables" are missing in most of hedonic pricing model. In fact, even within 
the interior design profession, not much scientific research has been concluded 
on the price impact on design neither.^ 
Using architecture design variables to explain the price is not a new 
thing in real estate economics, and some researchers have showed these 
variables are essential to predict the price of houses. Asabere et al. (1989) find 
that there are any partial effects due to architecture on home value. Smith and 
Moorhouse (1993) have estimated a hedonic price index after considering the 
detailed design features of more than 3,500 row houses in Boston, and the 
style of housing is important in explaining the price of dwelling. However, it is 
1 Smith and Moorhouse (1993) find that architectural styles and feature can 
explain the price differences of detached houses. 
2 For instance, see Leung, Wong and Cheung (2007) and the reference therein. 
For a survey, see Malpezzi (2003). 
3 The practice of interior design is like the practice of medicine in two 
important ways: first, design begins with problem identification and diagnosis; 
and second, it develops a solution (in medicine, a "treatment") derived from 
an understanding of the specific context and needs. However interior design 
departs from medicine in one crucial way: it rarely conducts research to find 
out whether its "treatments “ work. Judith Heerwagen, in Interior Design: 
Handbook of Professional Practice, ed. by Cindy Coleman. 
1 
fair to say that architecture type variables are under-explored. And even few 
researchers introduce architecture design into high-rise apartments. There are 
several potential reasons why they prefer studying the design of detached or 
semi-detached houses. First of all, some may believe that apartments within 
housing estate are nearly homogeneous. 4 However, in term of floor plan 
features, flats selected from same housing estate can have a high degree of 
variety. For instance, Flat A has a foyer, whereas Flat B which is the neighbor 
of flat A does not have a foyer. Therefore, the degree of homogeneity of that is 
never conceivably high. Besides, many existing research are conducted with 
dataset from relatively rich countries, such as the United States, where 
detached housing is the norm. Even for Tokyo, Japan, where land is expensive, 
detached houses still constitute a large share of residential property. For some 
countries which depend on apartment buildings, such as China, Singapore, etc., 
data accessibility, transparency and reliability may create difficulties for 
"outside researchers". Moreover, it is not an easy task to quantify the 
characteristics of different interior layouts in the high-rise dwelling in the first 
place. As there are so many ways to describe the interior layout features in 
property market. In this paper, we employ the common descriptions used by 
4 See Ong (2006) 
2 
property agents in Hong Kong residential housing market. 
There are, however, some recent efforts which attempt to break some 
new grounds. Nakata and Asami (2006) attempt using the site conditions to 
predict the floor layouts of detached houses in Tokyo. In their analysis, floor 
layouts of houses are transformed into "access graph" and "adjacency graph". 
Their model is based on the idea that, if the site conditions are similar, then the 
floor layout of houses may also be similar. We employ the idea of "access" 
and "adjacency" in Nakata and Asami (2006) paper; it is because this idea can 
help us to imagine the location of various rooms inside a flat. Having this idea 
is important, as we can analyze whether buyers have some special preference 
toward the interior arrangement of various rooms. For example, buyers may 
think it is more convenient that toilet is located near or adjacent to bedroom, 
or some buyers may not like there is a direct access from the kitchen to the 
living room. In this paper, we can analyze those quantitatively. 
Besides, with the help of living room shape dummies and other layout 
features dummies, we can have a clear understanding about the floor plan of 
each transaction. Actually, some property agency firms also have this practice 
for the sake of having better record of the corresponding apartment. They only 
use simple descriptions, for instance, number of bedrooms, shape of living 
3 
room, etc, to let buyers to have some idea about the flat. However, they have 
never done as thoroughly as we do in this paper. 
It is the first attempt to examine the buyers' preference toward different 
floor plan features in an Asian market, based on a large number of transactions 
in between the first quarter of 1992 to the fourth quarter of 2005. This paper 
uses the transaction data of thirty-three largest housing estates in Hong Kong, 
the reasons why we use large housing estates instead of small housing estates 
or detached houses are as follows. First, those estates are frequently traded, 
and therefore, the buyers do often have alternatives when making the decision. 
The transaction price is to a large extent reflecting all the housing attributes, 
including the interior layout of the flat. If we consider some housing estates 
from the less frequently transacted market, i.e. thin market, then the result of 
our model may be not accurate in the sense that some micro- attributes, for 
example, whether the apartment has been decorated or not, may be too 
significant. Second, the information about the floor plans of large housing 
estates is easily available, as property agency firms are always willing to 
provide such information to the potential buyers and walk-in housing seekers. 
A floor plan in architecture is a diagram of the relationships between rooms 
and other physical features at one level of a structure. It is similar to a map 
4 
that the orientation of the view is downward from above. People can have 
some understanding about the arrangement of various rooms inside the 
apartment after reading the floor plan provided by property agents. Therefore, 
floor plan is one of the Basic information for potential buyers in residential 
housing market. To analyze the implicit prices of different layout features, we 
construct a comprehensive set of variables according to the floor plan 
information. 
The following chapter provides a literature review and description of 
the variables used. Expected sign of variables, data description and 
methodology are described in chapter 3, chapter 4 and chapter 5 respectively. 
The empirical findings and interpretations of these findings are presented in 
chapter 6. The limitations and future direction appear in chapter 7. A final 




This paper also attempts to analyze the other factors that determine the 
dwelling value in the property market of Hong Kong. In a competitive housing 
market, buyers will pay according to the quality of the house. "View" should 
be one of the attributes to be considered. Darling (1973) and Brown and 
Pollakowski (1977) show that dwelling with sea view or lake view can be sold 
at a premium. Benson et al (1998) find that buyers in Bellingham, Washington 
are willing to pay more for a house with higher-quality ocean view. The size of 
data set in Benson's analysis is only seven thousand observations, which are 
all detached houses; therefore, they can easily measure the view at an accurate 
manner. Chau et al (2005) show that dwelling with sea view sold for 
approximately a 2.25% higher price, other attributes constant, than those with 
no sea view. We do consider "Sea view" as one of the desirable attributes; 
therefore, we try to obtain the view information by conducting a personal 
inspection of all housing estates in the sample in the summer 2006. Besides, 
we also use the satellite map as complementary reference. Actually, there is no 
formal definition of "Good-view" or "Bad-view". Different buyers may have 
different preference towards the same view. Therefore, we only consider the 
6 
dummy variable "Sea-view", and other views, for example, "Park-view", 
"Highway-view", etc. won't be considered in this paper. It is because there are 
so many different views and there are so many micro-factors in reality; we 
can't include all the possible categories in our paper. Moreover, given their 
view belong to same category; it is possible their views are different in reality. 
For example, there are two flats, i.e. Flat A and Flat B, having the view 
"Highway", it is possible that Flat A is free from noise pollution, as there 
exists the noise reducing feature in this portion of highway, whereas, Flat B 
residents suffer from noise pollution due to absence of that in this portion of 
highway. Therefore, for simplicity, we only consider "Sea-view" in this paper. 
"Water 500" is a dummy variable, which is employed by many previous 
researches,5 to indicate whether the block of building is located within the sea 
by 500 meters. 
Some researchers are interested in analyzing architecture design 
affecting the dwelling price.^ Asabere et al. (1989) show that premium prices 
are associated with the historical architectural styles, for instance, colonial, 
federal, garrison, and Victorian. Smith and Moorhouse (1993) find that 
5 Leung et al (2002), Leung et al (2006) use "Water 500" as one of the 
variables indicating the location of the apartment. 
6 Vandell (1995) studies institutional factors perpetuating segregation in urban 
neighborhoods. He also considers the design and style of housing as one of the 
subset in the site characteristics. 
7 
architecture style and feature accounts for 14% of price differences of the 
house in Boston. Smith and Moorhouse (1993) paper focuses on nineteenth 
century American urban architectural form speculatively built row house and 
analyzes whether there exists a premium on the features which can be found in 
house, 7 not high-rise residential apartment. The findings of western 
researchers are based on the architectural style of detached houses; 
nevertheless, they don't concern the floor plan features as well as the 
arrangement of various rooms inside a house or apartment. Whereas, our paper 
focus on "interior features", instead of the architectural design of whole 
building, therefore, we can understand the preference of residents towards 
various floor plan features. 
The locational arrangement of different rooms can be quantified into 
the concept of accessibility and adjacency. If kitchen is directly accessible to 
living room, then the flat is regarded as kitchen accessible to living room. If 
the kitchen is located just next to bedroom, then the flat is regarded as kitchen 
adjacent to bedroom. This model measures the implicit prices of floor layout 
attributes, which can be interpreted as the premium for desirable design 
features. 
7 Those features, for example, rusticated basement, bracketed hood, cupola, 
iron lintels, etc. 
For details, see appendix. 
8 
In Hong Kong residential market, market participants, for instance, 
property agents, housing developers, etc. always distinguish the living room 
into living room for dinning and living room for taking rest. Therefore, it is 
common to describe that, for example, there are two living rooms and shape of 
living room is "Rectangular". In this paper, we don't introduce the variable 
"No. of living room". It is because there is no formal definition and no clear 
segmentation between living room for dinning and living room for taking rest. 
Therefore, given the same floor plan, some property agents may demonstrate 
there are two living rooms, whereas some may think that there is only one 
living room. For the shape of living room, they can be categorized into four 
types, namely, "L-shape", "Rectangular", "Two-rectangle" and "Diamond". 
Diamond-shape living room is a special feature in local dwelling. The one of 
advantages of this shape is higher degree of privacy, as it is not possible to 
have inter-visibility with next flat.^ However, due to non-rectangularity, it is 
quite difficult to place furniture without wasting some space. Actually, the 
architects recognize the potential problems associated from "diamond-shape 
living room"; therefore, the size of living room is generally larger. And 
9 For details, “Wo de jia" [videorecording] / jian zhi Gu Qihui ； bian dao Deng 
Minmei ； Xianggang jian zhu xue hui lian he zhi zuo. Xianggang : Xianggang 
dian tai dian shi bu, 1997. UC Local TV Programme. Call No.: NA1546.H66 
C48 1997 vdcst.2 
9 
residents can place the special design furniture for the sake of maximizing the 
use of internal space. 
We have considered using the size of living room and size of bedroom, 
which are continuous variables, so that we can construct a ratio between them. 
There is no previous literature mentioned about that ratio. We think that it is 
possible to have relationship between this ratio and the price of dwelling; 
furthermore, we may find the optimal ratio so as to maximize the transaction 
value of apartment. However, there is no such kind of information available; 
property agency firms never provide this piece of information, which may be 
so technical, to potential buyers. To overcome this constraint, we intend to use 
"No. of bedrooms" and "No. of toilets" to let us to have better understanding 
to the interior layout of the sampled apartments. 
Although residents have the freedom to modify the floor plan of their 
home,� for example, to reduce the number of bedrooms by demolishing the 
wall between two bedrooms, they always need to incur cost to do so. It is 
believed that residential property buyers who have children prefer to purchase 
the flat with more bedrooms and more toilets. Therefore, I attempt to consider 
the number of bedrooms and number of toilets in the data set. For other floor 
� In Hong Kong, residents need not to have government permission before 
adjusting the number of bedrooms in their flats. 
10 
layout features, e.g. foyer/' corridor^^ and b a l c o n y / � are also included in my 
analysis. There is no previous research studying the implicit prices of various 
floor layout characteristics, therefore, we can't have such literature findings 
and experience from ancestor for our reference directly. 
Distance from Central Business District is one of the important 
variables influencing the value of dwelling.Distance decay mechanism'^ 
suggests that the land value or land rent decreases'^ while increasing distance 
from the city center, in which the economic activities is highly concentrated 
and land supply in CBD is limited. Moreover, the accessibility is decreasing 
while increasing the distance from CBD. In reality, there are fewer means of 
transport in the fringe of city. The relationship between the land rent or land 
value and the distance from the city center can be at least traced back to the 
work of Ricardo, which is then extended to form the rent gradient literature」？ 
11 Foyer is a space in a flat which is used for entry from the outside. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foyer. 
12 Corridor is a path or guided way which is usually referring to an interior 
passageway in modem building. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corridor. 
3 Balcony is a kind of platform projecting from the wall of a building, 
supported by columns or console brackets. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balcony. 
14 In Hong Kong, C.B.D. refers to Central and Tsim Sha Tsui. 
15 Von Thunen hypothesized concentric rings of land use around an isolated 
populated center in 1826. The theory stresses the primacy of transportation 
cost in determining land value and use. 
16 See David Ricardo (1817), Principles of Political Economy and Taxation 
17Obviously, it is beyond the scope of this paper to review that literature. 
Among others, see DiPasquale and Wheaton (1996), Betraud and Malpezzi 
(2003). Among others, Hanushek and Yilmaz (2007a, b) provide a general 
equailibrium formulation which will generate a rent gradient endogenously, 
among other stylized facts found in the public finance and urban economics 
literature. 
11 
Daniel A (1979)，Ronald L. et al. (1987)，Archer, W. R (1996), Geoghegan et 
al. (1997) and Soren T. et al. (2006) show that there is a negative relationship 
between dwelling value and the distance form CBD. Mok et al. (1995) find 
that distance decay mechanism appears in Hong Kong residential property 
market. We also intend to test whether this mechanism still exists in Hong 
Kong residential housing market, after other explanatory variables are taken 
into consideration. 
Clearly, the remote districts are greatly benefited from the development 
of the railway system. In Hong Kong, there are two major mass transit systems, 
namely, Mass Transit Railway (MTR)'^ which corresponds to the subway in 
the U.S. and Kowloon-Canton Railway (KCR)'^ which corresponds to train in 
the U.S. Having the linkage of railway, the accessibility is better. Grass 
(1992)，Bowes and Ihlanfeldt (2001) show proximity to railway station is one 
of the desirable factors for both high income and low income residential 
neighborhoods. Many researches studying local residential market show that 
18 MTR provides metro service on northern part of Hong Kong Island, 
Kowloon Peninsula, and southern part of the New Territories as well as the 
Hong Kong International airport, http://www.mtr.com.hk/prehome/index.html 
for detail. 
19 KCR operates four train lines, namely, East rail (connecting Lo Wu to East 
Tsim Sha Tsui), Ma On Shan Rail (connecting Wu Kai Sha to Tai Wai), West 
Rail connecting Tuen Mun to Nam Cheong) and Light Rail (serving the 
northwest New Territories), www.kcrc.com for detail. 
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on the linkage with mass transportation system is a desirable attribute. Both 
1 
MTR and KCR have several lines, some researchers prefer using dummy 
variables to represent which line the housing estate is located on. For instance, 
Mei Foo Sun Chuen is located along MTR Tsuen Wan line; Tai Koo Shing is 
located along MTR Island line, etc. However, we don't think it is appropriate 
to follow this method to indicate the locational attributes of specific housing 
estate, as our sample is concentrated on the privately developed large scale and 
frequently transacted housing estates only. Therefore, there are so many 
sampled housing estates located along same line, on the other hand, it is 
possible that there is no observation located along some lines, i.e., we don't 
have any observation on MTR Tseung Kwan O line. Most of the observations 
belong to same category,^^ thus, the results of the model may not reflect the 
reality if we apply this classification. 
Presence of clubhouse^^ can add value to the property, as clubhouses 
sometimes provide comprehensive facilities, for example, swimming pool, 
20 Mok et al. (1995)，Leung et al. (2002), Tse (2002) etc. find the coefficient of 
the MTR or KCR is always positively significant. 
21 For example, Leung et al (2006) use dummy variables "KCR_E", 
"KCR_W" and "KCR_MOS" to represent KCR East Rail, KCR West Rail—and 
KCR Ma On Shan Rail respectively. 
22 In our sample, given the housing estate is linked by MTR network; it 
belongs to MTR Island line category. 
23 This information is obtained from the websites of Midland holdings Limited 
and Centaline Limited, both of which are major real estate realtors in Hong 
Kong. 
13 
tennis courts etc, for recreational purpoes. Tse (2002)24 and Leung et al. (2002) 
using Hong Kong housing data shows that availability of clubhouse can add 
value to the apartment. Therefore, the expected sign of coefficient is positive. 
However, operating a clubhouse always adds burden on the budget of property 
management; residents need to pay extra amount management fee for having it. 
Therefore, the effect of clubhouse may not be certain. 
Proximity of urban park, or open space can also influence the valuation 
of dwelling. Do and Grudnitski (1995); Soren and Sarah (2006) find that the 
effect of proximity to open space on home sales price is positive. Dehring 
and Dunse (2006) find flat prices increase with additional proximity to public 
recreational open space and unravel some factors, for instance, whether the 
house is located near the central business district or not, determining the 
amenity value of open space in urban housing markets in Aberdeen, Scotland. 
Mahan et al (2000) study the value of wetland amenities in the Portland, 
Oregon, metropolitan area using hedonic price model. They find that reducing 
the distance to the nearest wetland by 1000 feet will lead to an increase in 
home value by US$ 436. Since there are more than eight hundred and fifty 
24 Tse (2002) shows that clubhouse adds HK$0.305 to price per square foot 
relative to a similar house without clubhouse. 
25 Open space includes neighborhood parks, greenbelts, country parks and golf 
courses. Do and Grudnitski (1995) find that the premium paid for the 
properties on Golf course is approximately 7.6%. 
14 
buildings in our sample, it is not possible for us to measure the distance to 
open space for each building in an accurate manner. Instead, we prefer to 
employ the efficient alternative, which is a dummy variable called "Open 
Space 500", to indicate whether the apartment is located within the nearest 
open space by 500 meters. 
Many researchers studied the effect of Chinese preferences toward 
lucky number, and the results showed that lucky number is also a desirable 
attributes. Bourassa and Peng (1999) show there is a premium for the housing 
with lucky number in the society with high percentage of Chinese in New 
Zealand. On the other hand, Leung et al (2006，2007) do not confirm this 
finding in Hong Kong.^^ In this paper, the "Lucky number" is included as one 
of the variables, taking other variables such as “Sea views" and interior design 
into consideration. 
This paper considers more thoroughly than most previous paper. "Net 
ratio" is always neglected by researchers but it is frequently inquired by 
housing buyers. Only Tse (2002) shows that one percentage point increase in 
"Net ratio" leads to HK$ 1.605 rise in price per square foot, other 
1A 
According to their findings, only less than 10% of "Lucky number" 
estimated coefficients are positively significant at 5% level. 
7 EPRC does not supply efficiency ratio before 1996. This piece of 
information is available afterward. 
15 
characteristics being constant. However, he uses only six private housing 
estates in Tsuen Wan, where is a district located in South New Territories and 
the data set only includes 1000 transactions recorded in 1994，it is a very small 
scale analysis in real estate economics, therefore, the validity of the result may 
not be held in overall situation of Hong Kong residential market. 
16 
Chapter Three 
Expected Sign of variables 
As the maintenance cost and the age of the property are positively 
related, negative coefficient of age is expected. Buyers in residential property 
always price more for the flat on higher floor, as those apartments would have 
better view as well as free from noise pollution. Therefore, the expected sign 
of floor is positive. In order to capture the non-linear effect, the squared term 
of these variables are also added into the model. 
The coefficient of net ratio is expected to be positive, as this ratio 
indicates the actual percentage of usable area inside the apartment. In Hong 
Kong, some housing estates, for example, Golden Lion Garden, have a bad 
reputation due to the low net ratio. Clubhouse provides a lot of facilities for 
the estate residents; on the other hand, presence of clubhouse may insert the 
pressure of increase in management fee. Therefore, the expected sign of its 
coefficient is not certain. Many previous researches using local residential data 
28 
show that lucky number is not always significant, however, in order to 
capture the potential explanatory power of Chinese superstitious belief, lucky 
number is included in this analysis. 
0 ft 
For example, Leung et al. (2006) show that only less than 4% cross-
sectional hedonic model indicates lucky number being positively significant. 
17 
Mok et al. (1995) introduce a dummy variable called "Big estate" 
which indicates whether the apartment belongs to large housing estate or not. 
This dummy variable is not applicable in our research, as there is not formal 
definition of “big estate" and all the transactions in our data set belongs to 
large-scale residential housing estate. This paper uses estate scale, which count 
the total number of apartments in certain housing estate, in order to capture the 
explanatory power of liquidity. It is easy for a flat-seeker to buy an apartment 
in a large housing estate, as there are always lots of flats available for sale in 
these estates. The possibility of having a successful match is high, so the 
turnover of large housing estate is higher than that of small housing estate. 
Therefore, the scale of housing estate department can approximate the degree 
of housing liquidity. 
The transportation network in Hong Kong is quite good in the sense 
that residents' commuting journey from home to working place, for example, 
in CBD, is usually less than an hour, however, the convenience of transport 
system can only reduce the psychological distance, that is the people's 
perception toward the distance travel, and the variable “Distance from CBD" 
is expected negative, because transport cost increases with the distance travel. 
Residents have to pay more for their commuting journey, if they live in the 
18 
housing estate far away from city centre. 
Compared with the New Territories, Hong Kong Island and Kowloon 
Peninsula have relatively limited supply in land for residential use; therefore, 
both of their estimated coefficients are expected to be positive. The variable 
"Open space 500" is expected to be positive, as those residents can access the 
area for leisure within 500 meters from their home. Air quality and micro-
climate are better if there is an extensive land of greenery near the place to live. 
For the floor layout attributes, the usage of foyer, corridor and balcony 
is limited; therefore, it is expected to have negative signs. Kitchen adjacent to 
bedroom is not good, as it should not be desirable for the hygienic 
consideration if a place for cooking is located near a place for sleeping. Many 
people complain it is quite difficult to place furniture in diamond-shape living, 
which is non-rectangular or sometimes pentagram, since some living room 
space would be wasted. However, the correlation coefficient between 
"Diamond" and "Gross Size" is near 0.4, this means it is a positively 
correlation between these two variables. Having a larger living room can, to a 
certain extent, overcome the problem associated from "Diamond". Moreover, 
for the privacy consideration, "Diamond" category is better than other living 
room types, since the orientation of living room is the same as that of the 
19 
neighbor. Thus, the expected sign of variable "Diamond" is not certain. 
If the flat has a roof, which is the top covering of a building, or a deck, 
which is an outdoor area connected to the flat, then the flat price is expectedly 
higher. Roof and deck can be used in a number of ways, for instance, garden 
landscaping, storing stuff, placing drying rack, etc. However, under the 
existence regulations, residents can not use the roof or deck to extend living 
areas of the flat. 
It is the fact that residents can modify the floor plan in order to have an 
additional bedroom without the need of government permission, however, the 
number of bedrooms from the original floor plan may still indicate the 
preference of potential buyers in residential housing market. I believe more 
bedroom is more preferable to some buyers, therefore, the coefficient sign is 
expected to be positive. On the other hand, it is always costly to construct an 
extra toilet in an apartment, so the coefficient of number of toilet is expected 
to be positive. 
For the view variables, sea-view is expected the most preferred among 
others, as it is generally believed that property with sea-view can give high 





The data set is employed from Economic Property Research Center 
(EPRC). The merit of the data set is that the details of each transaction, for 
example, the transaction price, the corresponding gross square-footage, floor, 
year-built, etc. are provided. However, the data base does not contain all the 
information we desire to have, the data set does not include the floor plan 
information as well as the specific view of each transaction, therefore, and 
supplementary references are needed for the sake of completing the data set. 
To acquire the data of floor layout, we collected all the floor plans of 
thirty three housing estates which are included in my data set from the 
property agent firms.^ ® The number of buildings for each housing estates range 
from 5 to 99 blocks and each building has 4 to 8 units. Since the variation of 
floor layout features can be very large, we have to study all of the floor plans 
in order to record all the variables. 
(Table 1 about here) 
To obtain the view of the apartment at an accurate manner, we read the 
29 EPRC, a subsidiary of the Hong Kong Economic Times, purchases all 
property market transaction records from Hong Kong Land Registry 
Department. Then the EPRC re-organizes those records and sell them to 
commercial and educational users. EPRC data base contains information of 
transaction price, corresponding gross and net size, as well as the address of it. 
For instance, Centaline, Midland, Ricacorp etc. 
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satellite map and make site investigations, as it is possible for the estate far 
away from the sea to have sea view when it is located on elevated land.^ ^ 
Besides, "Distance from CBD" is acquired from measuring distance of the 
shortest link, instead of the actual distance, between the housing estate and 
CBD. It is because there may be presence of natural barriers, for instance, a 
hill, a gulf etc, between the two points, therefore, it is more appropriate to use 
map reading skills to obtain this piece of information. 
Dummy variables are used to deal with discontinuous factors in an 
effort to represent whether the feature or housing attribute is available. "Open 
SpaceSOO", “Water 500”，"MTR500" and "KCR500" which are dummies can 
only be obtained from similar map reading technique. Moreover, we visit the 
website of some property agent firm in order to obtain the information of 
presence of clubhouse and the estate scale. To obtain the information of 
"Roof and "Deck", we need to study the remarks of the floor plan. If there is 
no such remarks on the floor plan, we need to consult the property agents in 
corresponding district. 
(Table 2, Table 3a，Table 3b and Table 3c about here) 
The sample period starts from the first quarter of 1992 to the fourth 
31 For example, Allways Garden in Tsuen Wan is far away from the sea, but 
some flats in some blocks can have sea-view also. 
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quarter of 2005. We split the sample into 56 sub-samples according to the time 
of transaction, and there are at least more than 1400 transactions in each sub-
sample. There are thirty-three residential estates representing more than two 
hundred thousand transactions. All of the observations in this paper belong to 
high-rise property category; there is no detached house or low-rise property in 
the data set, 32 as the buyers in this market may have different preference 
towards floor layout features and other housing attributes. To avoid double-
counting, only the transactions with official housing sale and purchase 
agreement are considered in this analysis. 
32 Ong (2006) uses both high-rise and low-rise properties to analyze the 




Houses are heterogeneous goods that include a set of observed 
attributes; therefore, every housing unit is unique. To estimate the value of 
houses, this paper employs the theory of hedonic price analysis which was 
introduced by Court (1939) and had been improved by Rosen's (1974) 
theoretical finding. This approach is used to estimate the marginal implicit 
prices of a vector of independent variables to identify buyers' willingness to 
pay. 
5.1 Ordinary Least Square 
Hedonic model represents a competitive equilibrium condition that 
many buyers and sellers are involved. Both groups value the flat according to 
the observed characteristics, for example, seller tends to set a premium to the 
price of apartment with sea-view; buyer tends to request a discount if the flat 
has some undesirable traits. In short, the coefficients of variables obtained by 
regressing housing prices are interpreted as buyers' implicit prices to those 
housing attributes. 
-I-J 
To avoid the time aggregation bias, we split the full sample into 56 
sub-samples on a quarter basis. As the implicit prices of housing attributes are 
See Malpezzi (2002). 24 
not stable overtime, 34 it is not appropriate to use one hedonic equation to 
estimate the parameters. For each quarter, a semi-log specification is estimated 
in the following form: 
Pi - gA�+Ai"5+A2"+A3“A4尸+A5�+",. so that 
HPi) = Ao + PnS + + A3 乙 + Pi J " + A5厂 + …，/ = 0，1, 2...，56 (1) 
，where P represents the transaction price of apartment, S represents structural 
attributes (such as age of the building), N represents neighborhood attributes 
(such as proximity to MTR station), L stands for locational attributes (such as 
distance from CBD or the district where the estate is located), F represents 
floor layout attributes (such as foyer, corridor, balcony), V represents view 
attributes (such as road view, open space view, etc,), and s represents the 
error term in the regression model. 
34 Leung et al. (2006) show that the implicit prices of housing attributes are 




The following results come from a series of cross-sectional hedonic 
price regression. In each quarter, we estimate several set of implicit prices and 
we have 56 sub-period hedonic models totally. We calculate the percentage of 
each variable significance at 5% level, if an independent variable, for example, 
"Floor" appears positively significant at 5% level in 52 sub-period hedonic 
price equations, therefore, it will be presented as there are 92.86% "Floor" 
estimated coefficients are positively significant at 5% level. "The results are 
presented in Table 4a, Table 4b and Table 4c. Actually, it is easy to achieve 
high level of R-square and adjusted R-square using hedonic price model in 
real estate economics, however, omitted variable bias may arise in some 
previous researches,^^ therefore, it is advisable to introduce and include some 
relevant explanatory variables into the model. 
(Table 4a, Table 4b and Table 4c about here) 
6.1. Basic model 1 
In Basic model 1，which only includes general regressors in hedonic 
Tse (2002) has neglected lots of important variables, for example, the scale 
of housing estate, interior layout variables. However, the signs of coefficients 
are expected, as this research only focuses on few housing estates in the same 
district, therefore, it is possible to assume some set of variables as the same. If 
the sampling estates are located in different districts, it is not appropriate to 
have this assumption. 
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price model, especially the analysis is done by western researchers. The 
average R-square and adjusted R-square are as high as 81%, however, some 
coefficients appear strange sign, for example, the estimated coefficients of 
"Age" are always positively significant at 5% levels and all "Age2" 
coefficients are negatively significant at 5% level. This result is not reasonable. 
It is because there is a positive relationship between age of building and rate of 
depreciation. Residents living in old building need to incur higher 
maintenance cost, therefore, we are convinced that there are some important 
variables missing in Basic model 1. 
6.2. Basic model 2 
In Basic model 2, which includes more explanatory variables, for 
example, "Net ratio，，，"Distance from CBD", "Distance from CBD 2", "Estate 
Scale" and "Sea-view". Those variables are not common in local real estate 
researches. It is not easy to get the data of "Net ratio", as most of the data base, 
for instance, EPRC data base, do not have a comprehensive set of this 
information.36 Besides, some local researchers believe that Hong Kong is a 
small city in which resident can always have a short travel time for commuting 
journey, therefore, they didn't introduce "Distance from CBD" into their 
36 EPRC only provides this piece of information since 1997, for the transaction 
before 1997，we need to find the address of this transaction and then fill in this 
piece of information. 
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model. Moreover, "Estate Scale", which measures the number of apartment 
units in a housing estate, is initially introduced in this paper, as we believe 
buyers in residential housing market consider this factor while making 
purchase decision. Furthermore, EPRC does not provide the "View" 
information of corresponding apartment; therefore, not all previous researches 
include this kind of factors. "Sea-view" is also considered in Basic model 2. 
This set of factors can improve the explaining power of model and 
make the sign of coefficient to be expected. Average R-square and adjusted R-
square in this model are 86.6% and 86.5% respectively, those new variables 
have more than 5% additional contribution to “goodness of fit". 
Moreover, the estimated coefficients of "Age" and "Age 2" are always 
negatively significant at 5% level; this result is more reasonable and 
understandable. We use the average value of estimated coefficients from this 
model and Basic Model 1 to plot a figure. We can see that the implicit prices 
of "Age" decreases at an increasing rate in Basic model 2, whereas the implicit 
prices of "Age" increases at a decreasing rate in Basic model 1. The 
increasing portion of the curve (Basic model 1) happens while apartment's age 
is in-between 0 and 14. The diminishing appears when the apartment is older 
than 14-year-old. 
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(Figure 1 about here) 
Near all estimated coefficients of "Net ratio" are positively significant 
at 5% level in Basic model 2, this reflects buyers are willing to pay more for 
the apartment with higher "Net ratio". On average, one percentage increase in 
the "Net ratio" will lead to 1.18% increase in transaction price of this 
apartment, ceteris paribus. 
(Table 4d, Table 4e, Table 4f and Table 4g about here) 
All "Distance from CBD" coefficients are negatively significant at 5% 
level, and its squared-term's coefficients are often insignificant at 5% level. 
The result confirms the phenomenon of "Distance Decay Mechanism" appears 
in Hong Kong residential property market. On average, one kilometer far 
away from the CBD will lead to reduce the transaction price of that dwelling 
by 2%, holding others housing attributes constant. 
Near 70% "Estate Scale" estimated coefficients are positively 
significant at 5% level; this result reflects our postulate is correct. Other 
housing attributes being constant, the apartment which belongs to a 5000-unit 
housing estate will be valued 1.02% more than the apartment from 3000-unit 
housing estate. It may be because it is easier to liquidate the flat of larger 
housing estate. We do not have a reason more convincing than liquidity to 
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interpret our findings, as there is no empirical finding on how the estate-scale 
influencing the dwelling valuation or influencing the time on the market. 
Besides liquidity consideration, it is the fact that residents living in larger 
housing estates may be benefited from economies of scale, for example, the 
average repair cost of building can be lower in larger housing estate, as they 
can have higher bargaining power while dealing with maintenance companies. 
Sea-view is initially introduced in the "Basic model 2". Near 100% of 
its estimated coefficients are positively significant at 5% level, This is 
consistent with the previous research findings and the general belief that "Sea-
view" is preferred to other views. On average, the apartment with "Sea-view" 
can be transacted 8.2% higher than the apartment without "Sea-view", ceteris 
paribus. 
6.3. Comparison between Basic model 1 & Basic 
model 2 
Comparing the Basic model 1 and Basic model 2，we find that the 
percentage of positively significantly of MTRSOO's estimated coefficients 
increases from 46% to 100%. According to the result in Basic model 2, the 
apartment located near MTR station can be transacted at 10% more than those 
far away from the access of MTR linkage. For the variable "KCR500", all of 
its estimated coefficients are positively significant at 5% level in Basic model 
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1，and almost all of its coefficients do so in Basic model 2. Comparing the 
findings of these two models, the premium of "KCR500", on average, is lower 
in Basic model 2, which is only 13%; however, in Basic model 1, the value on 
average is as high as 27%. This reflects that there are lots of variables being 
neglected in Basic model 1; therefore, the coefficients' value of existing 
variables may be inflated. 
For the variable "Open Space 500”，more than 70% of its coefficients 
are negatively significant at 5% level in Basic model 1; however, after we 
introduce some variables, near all of its coefficients become positively 
significant at 5% level. The sign of its coefficients is more reasonable in Basic 
model 2，as residents can have better environment and can be easily accessible 
to the place for leisure if they are living near the open space. For the variable 
"Water 500", all of its coefficients are positively significant at 5% level in 
Basic model 1; however, more than 70% of its coefficients are negatively 
significant at 5% level in Basic model 2. It may be due to the undesirable 
micro-climatic condition of coastal area. It is the fact that there is a positive 
relationship between the relative humidity and the distance from the sea, 
therefore, the depreciation rate of furniture and electrical appliances may be 
faster. Therefore, residents discount the price of flat too near the sea. 
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Furthermore, the specification form of "Basic model 2" includes "Sea-view", 
who's estimated coefficients are always positively significant at 5% level, and 
almost all observations with "Sea-view" belong to “Water 500", therefore, the 
positive effect of "Water 500" may be fully captured by "Sea-view", in other 
words, it may not be a good idea to live near coastal area without "Sea-view". 
In Basic model 1, all of the "Kowloon" coefficients are positively 
significant at 5% level, whereas 80% estimated coefficients are positively 
significant at 5% level in Basic model 2. Therefore, those additional variables, 
for example, "Distance from CBD", introduced in Basic model 2 can reduce 
the percentage of positive significance of "Kowloon", given the controlled 
variable of “New Territories". Actually, if many districts in the New Territories, 
for instance, Tsuen Wan, Sha Tin, etc, are linked by mass transportation 
system, which can reduce the physiological distance of the commuting journey, 
therefore, the accessibility of those housing estates in the New Territories are 
as good as that of housing estates in Kowloon. 
6.4. Model with "Design Variables” 
We introduce another set of explanatory variables into hedonic model; 
those variables belong to the category of interior design. The third column 
shown in table 4 indicates the result of this model. The average R-square and 
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adjusted R-square in "Model with Design variables" are 87.1% and 86.9% 
respectively. Comparing with the result of Basic model 2, the percentage of 
significance of each variable is nearly the same, except "Lucky number" and 
"Kowloon". Only 12.5% of "Lucky number" estimated coefficients are 
positively significant at 5% level in Basic model 2, however, in the model with 
"Design variables", more than 23% of its coefficients are positively significant 
at 5% level. This variable becomes more important if we add the new set of 
regressor into the model. On the other hand, the importance of "Kowloon" 
reduces. Only less than 60% of "Kowloon" regressors are positively 
significant at 5% level. 
For the design variables, about 44.6% of "Foyer" coefficients are 
negatively significant and 53.6% of its coefficients are insignificant at 5% 
level. The result reflects that, generally, the buyers in housing market price the 
flat with foyer lower than the flat without foyer. It may be because the foyer 
can only be placed a cabinet to store shoes. On the other hand, near 45% of 
"Balcony" coefficients are negatively significant at 5% level. This is 
consistent with our expectation, as "Balcony" should be a luxurious housing 
feature. The housing estates included in this sample are not the luxurious 
housing category; therefore, those buyers may have negative valuation toward 
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this feature. Besides, the size of balcony is included in the gross size, and it is 
believed that the usefulness of balcony is lower than other parts inside an 
apartment. Actually, we also want to analyze the per-square foot price of 
balcony, but we don't have the information about the size of balcony and it is 
so complicated to measure the size of balcony from the floor plan because we 
need to process two hundred thousand of observations and more than 
seventeen thousand of floor plans. 
Near 90% of "No. of Toilet" coefficients are negatively significant at 
5% level. On average, the additional toilet reduces 4% of the transaction price 
of housing. The buyers may believe that the usefulness of the additional toilet 
is low; therefore, they would like to discount the apartment with two or more 
toilets. Near 40% coefficients of the variable "Kitchen adjacent to bedrooms" 
are negatively significant at 5% level. The interior feature is not good, as the 
soot from kitchen may dirty the bedrooms easily. And this feature reduces the 
transaction price by 2.2% on average, ceteris paribus. 
For the shape of living room，we use "Two-rectangle" as controlled 
variable, we analyze whether buyers have special preference toward various 
shape of living room. Only 32% of "Diamond", less than 40% of "L-shape" 
and less than 10% of "Rectangular" estimated coefficients are positively 
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significant at 5% level. Their estimated coefficients are always insignificant at 
5% level. Therefore, buyers may not value certain living room shape more. 
For "Roof and "Deck", their estimated coefficients are often 
positively significant at 5% level, i.e. more than 60% of their coefficients in 
quarterly hedonic price models. Generally, presence of roof can add 5%, on 
average, to the transaction price of dwelling, whereas, "Deck" can nearly add 
13.5% to the transaction price of the apartment on average. It is because the 
area of "Deck" or "Roof are not included in the “Gross size", having these 
features can add value of the apartment. Buyers are willing to pay a premium 
to those housing features as they can use the "Deck" or "Roof for leisure and 
recreational purposes. 
6.5. Model using "restricted sample" 
We construct a restricted sample for robustness check. We drop the 
observations which are suspected to be outliers. In some cases, there may be a 
close relationship between buyer and seller; therefore, it is possible that the 
transaction price is far below the fair value of the apartment. Since the data 
provided by EPRC does not include the detailed personal information of buyer 
and seller, it is not possible to trace all of the transactions for the sake of 
removing such observations. To deal with this problem, we decide to drop the 
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transactions whose square-feet price is lower than HK$500. We call the 
sample after considering the problem of "outliers" as "Model using restricted 
sample". The result of this model is shown in the fourth column of table 4. The 
total number of observations satisfied with this criterion is only less than 600, 
which is just a very small proportion of our whole sample. (Recall the size of 
the whole sample is more than two hundred thousand observations) 
Compared with "Model with Design variables", which uses the same 
specification form as “Model using restricted sample", the average R-square 
and adjusted R-square can be improved more than 2%. The signs of variables' 
estimated coefficients are expected and many of them become significant in 
more sub-sample models, for example, more than 48% of estimated 
coefficients of "Foyer" and "Balcony" are negatively significant at 5% level in 
the “Model using restricted sample", recalling that only 44% "Foyer" and 
"Balcony" coefficients are negatively significant at 5% level in the "Model 
with Design variables". 
6.6. Model with "Interactive terms and design" 
We try several sets of interactive terms in order to analyze how the 
living room shapes affect the buyers' preferences. The interactive terms which 
are related to the shape of living rooms and some continuous variables are 
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introduced into the hedonic model. Since living room shapes are categorized 
into "Diamond", "L-shape", "Rectangular-shape" and "Two-Rectangle", there 
are four set of interactive terms shown as table 5 " 
(Table 5 about here) 
The results of interactive terms can be interpreted as followings: 
\n{Price) = P�p^NetRatio + piJL+ PRec+ P^Diamond + PmXNetRatio*L) 
+ 
j3^R{NetRatio*Rec)+ /^^D(NetRatio* Diamond) +.....+ £ (2) 
...施(P— =J3^+ Pj^l {NetRatio * L) + p肌(NetRatio * Rec) + P恥(NetRatio * Diarr 
oNetRatio 
Given living room shape is "Diamond", therefore, 
oNetRatio � 
dNetRatio — 
Not all of the interactive terms are always significant, and the result of 
this model is shown in the fifth column of table 4. Most of “Net Ratio & 
Diamond", "Distance from CBD & Diamond”，"Net Ratio & L-shape”， 
"Distance from CBD & L-shape，，and “Net Ratio & Rectangular，’ estimated 
coefficients are negatively significant at 5% levels. More than 50% of "Estate 
Scale & Diamond" and "Estate Scale & L-shape’，estimated coefficients are 
positively significant at 5% level. Comparing with the "Model with Design 
variables", the shape of living room this model becomes more important. 
37 To avoid the problem of multi-collinearity problem, interactive terms related 
to "Two-rectangle" are controlled. 
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More than 80% of "Diamond" and "L-shape" coefficients are positively 
significant at 5% level, and near 70% of "Rectangular" coefficients are 
positively significant at 5% level, the control variable is also "Two-rectangle". 
Compared with "Two-rectangle" living room flat, other living room categories 
can be always transacted at a higher price, all other housing attributes being 
constant. 
To compare the results, given it is a "Diamond" shape living room, one 
percentage point increase in “Net Ratio" will lead to only 0.31 percent 
increase in transaction price on average. The proportion is lowest among the 
three living room types shown in the model. For "L-shape" living room 
category and "Rectangular" shape, one percentage increase in “Net Ratio" will 
lead to 0.82 and 1.16 percent increase in price of apartment, respectively, on 
average. It may be because residents of "Diamond" type apartment have to 
sacrifice some spaces, it may be more indifferent for them to have higher "Net 
Ratio". On the other hand, it is easier to place furniture in "L-shape" and 
"Rectangular-shape" living room, therefore, the effect of change in "Net 
Ratio" will be more significant. 
Given the apartment belongs to "Diamond" living room type, increase 
one kilometer from CBD will lead to more than 3.35 percent drop in traded 
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price. If the apartment belongs to "L-shape" category, one kilometer increase 
in "Distance from CBD" will lead to 2.77 percent drop in transaction price of 
dwelling. Therefore, the "Diamond" apartment is less resistant to distance 
decay, compared with "L-shape" and "Two-rectangle" shape. In reality, the 
average per square-feet price of South Horizons, which is a large housing 
estate located near CBD and provides only the apartment with "Diamond" 
shape living room, is double more than that of Kingswood Villas, which is 
also a large housing estate located far away from CBD and provides only the 
apartment with "Diamond" shape living room. Therefore, the finding is 
describing the fact. 
The effect of "Estate Scale" is important for "Diamond" and "L-shape" 
category apartment. Given the apartment belongs to the type of "Diamond" 
shape living room, additional one thousand housing-unit increase in the estate 
development will lead to 1.08% rise in transaction price of the apartment, 
other housing attributes being constant. On the other hand, this interactive 
effect in "L-shape" category is less intensified, an extra one thousand housing-
unit increase in the estate development will only lead to 0.78% rise in 
transaction value of the apartment, other factors holding constant. 
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6.7. Model with "Interactive terms and design" using 
restricted sample 
Finally, we use the restricted sample, which excludes the possible outliers, 
for robustness checking the results of the "Model with interactive terms and 
design". The sixth column of table 4 shows the results of "Model with 
interactive terms and design using restricted sample". In term of sign of 
coefficients as well as the degree of significant, this model indicates similar 
results as that of the model using full sample. Compared with the results from 
"Model with Interactive terms and design", number of positively significant 
periods increase in the same specification form but using restricted sample. 
For instance, the shapes of living room's estimated coefficients, i.e. 
"Diamond", "L-shape" and "Rectangular" always appear positively significant 
at 5% level. Model using restricted sample can achieve a high level of average 
R-square and adjusted R-square, i.e. 89.9% and 89.7% respectively, 
comparing with these in “Model with interactive terms and designs", there are 
more than 2% improvement in "Goodness of fit". 
We use the average of "Age" and "Age 2" estimated values to plot a 
figure to show the implicit prices of apartment at different age, ceteris paribus. 
We compare the results from this specification form with the results from the 
Basic Model 1. 
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(Figure 2 about here) 
In the model with "Interactive terms" using restricted sample, apartments 
depreciate over time, since the implicit value of "Age" decreases at a 
increasing rate. On the other hand, apartments can appreciate over time 
according to the result from Basic model 1. 
Furthermore, we also use the average of "Floor" and "Floor 2" estimated 
values to simulate the implicit prices of apartment at different floor. Both 
curves are concave; however, their maximum values are different and appear 
at different floor. In the model with "Interactive terms" using restricted sample, 
the maximum value is 0.1156，which appears at floor's dwelling. Whereas, 
in Basic model 1，the maximum value is 0.099 which appears at 22"'^  floor's 
dwelling and it will become negative value while the apartment is located on 
or above 44出 floor. 
(Figure 3 about here) 
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Chapter Seven 
Limitations and Future direction 
Actually, different clubhouses provide different amenities and facilities 
to residents. Some clubhouses may have a swimming pool but may not have 
<5 Q 
tennis courts; however, some clubhouses may have both. Our results can 
show that residents always value "Clubhouse" positively but we don't know 
their preference toward different kinds of amenities. In the future, researchers 
can collect the data about the facilities of various clubhouses and analyze the 
implicit prices of different facilities. 
According to our findings, the apartment with "Deck" or "Roof can 
always be sold at a premium, ceteris paribus. However, we don't think it is a 
good idea to use dummy variable "Deck" and “Roof，to indicate whether the 
apartment has such feature or not, as the actual size of such feature should 
never be standardized; therefore, the usefulness of the results should be 
questioned. We are convinced that the results would be more meaningful if we 
can have the size of "Deck" and size of "Roof. Thus, we can know the 
additional one square feet increase in gross-size or net-size of "Deck" or 
"Roof will contribute how much to the transaction price of the dwelling. 
38 Recently, developers improve the quality of their clubhouses which provide 
more facilities and services to residents. For example, the clubhouse of 
Caribbean Coast, in Tung Chung, has a large in-door swimming pool, tennis 
courts, library, restaurants, etc. 
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Nevertheless, we understand that it must be a difficult task to obtain this piece 
of information, as researchers need to collect the more professional floor plan 
from developers or architecture firms and then to measure the size by hands. 
All of our sampling housing estates belong to the categories of starter 
home and home for middle class, therefore, our results can, to a large extent, 
represent the preference of those classes' residents, and however, we don't 
think it is appropriate to apply our findings on luxurious apartments. As we 
believe that high-income class should taste the same attribute different from 
middle class and low-income class. For example, according to the findings 
from the Model with "Interactive terms and design" using restricted sample, 
more than 55% estimated coefficients of "Balcony" are negatively significant 
at 5% level, and if the apartment with "Balcony" will lead to 2.22% drop in 
transaction value on average, other housing attributes being the same. 
We can conclude that this class of residents values this housing feature 
negatively, but we can not say all residents value it negatively. It is possible 
that "Balcony" coefficients are positively significant while using the same 
specification form to analyze luxurious housing market. Therefore, there is a 
need to design the most suitable and feasible specification before doing a 
housing research project. For instance, rich people may rely on public 
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transport system less than low and medium-income class people do, therefore, 
to analyze the implicit prices of luxurious apartment's attributes, researchers 
should consider those factors like "Car-park per house". 
Chapter Eight 
Concluding Remarks 
Other things being equal, does the interior design of a housing unit 
matter? The answer seems to be positive. This paper takes a preliminary step 
to provide scientific evidence for this conjecture. To do this, we have chosen a 
collection of most frequently traded estates in the Hong Kong residential 
property market. Since there are all apartment buildings, there will be many 
identically designed units in different floors and with different views. At the 
same time, there are units differentiated by design and views on the same floor. 
In addition, racial discrimination problem virtually does not exist in Hong 
Kong. All public facilities including schools, police, etc., are funded by the 
Hong Kong government, and district governments within Hong Kong virtually 
do not exist and hence local public finance will not be a concern.^^ All these 
features of the market create a very desirable environment to investigate the 
value of interior design. 
39 Among others, see Hanushek and Yilmaz (2007a, b) for a discussion on how 
the local public finance issue can significantly impact the housing price. 
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We find that some of the "design variables" are statistically significant. 
Moreover, the "design variables" also interact with other variables, such as the 
"net ratio", "distance from CBD", "estate scale", etc. in a statistically 
significant manner. Thus, it seems natural to further investigate how real estate 
developers make their decisions on the interior design given the location of the 
land is determined. These questions will be pursued in the future research. 
Since interior design of a housing unit is important that potential buyers can 
value differently to various design features, this paper can reveal the buyers' 
preference toward interior layout and we find that individual homebuyers are 
willing to pay a premium for certain interior layout features but not for others, 
therefore, property developers and architectural firms can produce more 





Table 1 Estates included in the sample 
Number of Units Number of Buildings Number of floors 
Hong Kong Island 
Chi Fu Fa Yuen 4326 27 27 
City Garden 2393 14 28 
Heng Fu Chuen 6311 48 18-22 
Komhill 6615 32 19-31 
Lei King Wan 2295 17 17-19 
Nan Fung Sun Chuen 2826 12 28-32 
Pokfulan Garden 1120 6 28 
South Horizons 9232 34 40-42 
Tai Koo Shing ^ ^ 
Total 47808 251 
Kowloon 
Amoy Garden 4896 19 26-36 
Laguna City 8071 38 25-28 
Mei Foo Sun Chuen 13063 99 20 
Sceneway Garden 4112 17 28-34 
Tak Bo Graden 1888 8 33-40 
Telford Garden 4065 21 10-26 
Whampoa Garden 10287 88 15 
Whampoa Estate ^ ^ IS 
Total 49202 315 
the New Territories 
Allway Garden 3418 16 33-36 
Belvedere Garden 6016 19 35-45 
City One Shatin 10642 52 27-33 
Fanling Centre 2200 11 20-25 
Kingswood Villas 15836 58 27-38 
Luk Yueng Sun Chuen 3624 16 30 
Miami Beach Towers 1272 6 37 
Riviera Garden 5636 20 30-40 
Tai Hing Garden 3740 15 34 
Tai Po Center 4080 18 33 
Tsuen King Garden 2968 12 32-34 
Tsuen Wan Center 4454 19 28-36 
Tuen Mun Town Center 2258 8 30-32 
Sun Tuen Mun Centre 3520 10 44 
Uptown Plaza 1240 6 29 
Serenity Park ^ 15 B 
Total 73354 301 
46 
Table 2 Description of Research Variables 
Variable Description Expcctcd sign 
Dependent Variable 
In Pricc Log selling price of a housing unit (in HK$million) 
Independent Variables 
Structural Attributes 
Age Age of the housing unit (in years) -
Agc2 Square of age + 
Floor Floor level of the housing unit + 
Floor2 Square of floor level -
Gross size Total gross area of the flat (sq-foolage) + 
Gross size 2 Square of gross size • 
Net ratio The ratio of net size to gross size. + 
Clubhouse If clubhouse is available within the estate, this dummy is 1, othcrwisc=0. + 
Lucky Number If the floor level is 8,18,28, 38 or 48, LuckyNumber=l, otherwisc=0. + 
Estate scalc The total number of apartments in this housing estate + 
Neighborhood Attributes 
MTR 500 If MTR is available within 0-500 metres, MTR500=1, olhcrwisc=0. + 
KCR 500 If KCR is available within 0-500 metres, KCR500=1，otherwisc^O. + 
Open Spacc 500 If distance from open spacc wiihin 0-500 metres, this dummy=l’ othcrwisc=0. + 
Water 500 If distance from waters within 0-500 metres, this dummy=l. othcrwise^O. + 
Locational Attributes 
Distance from CBD Distance to the Central Business District “ 
Distance from CBD 2 Square of distance to the Central Business District + 
Hong Kong Island If the housing unit is locatcd on Hong Kong Island, this dummy=l，othcrwise=0. + 
Kowloon If the housing unit is located on Kowloon peninsula, this dummy=l, othcrwisw=0. + 
Floor Layout Attributes 
Foyer Prescncc of foycr=l. othcrwisc=0. “ 
Corridor Prcscncc of coridor=l, othcrwise^O. “ 
Balcony Prcscncc of baIcony=l, olhcrwise=0. 
No. of bedrooms Total number of bedrooms of the apartment “ 
No. of toilet Total number of toilets of the apartment “ 
Kilchcn accessible to living room If kitchcn is accessiblc to living room, the dummy=l, othcrwisc=0. - / + 
Kilchcn adjacent to bedrooms If kilchcn is adjacanl to bedroom, the dummy=l, othcrwise=0. “ 
Toilet adjaccnl to bedrooms If toilet is adjacant to bedroom, this dummy=l .otherwise=0. • / + 
Diamond Prcscncc of diamond-shape living room=l, otherwise=0. - / + 
L-shapc Prcscncc of L shape living room=l, otherwisc=0. • / + 
Rectangular Prcscncc of rectangular living room=l, otherwisc=0. - / + 
Store room Prcscncc of store room=l, othcrwise=0. + 
Roof Prescncc of roof =1, othcrwise=0. + 
Dcck Prcscncc of dcck=l, othcrwisc=0. 
Views Attributes 
Sca-view Sea vicw=l, othcrwisc=0. + 
Interactive terms 
Age & Diamond Variable "Age" times variable "Diamond" 
Gross Size & Diamond Variable "Gross size" limes variable "Diamond" 
Net Ratio & Diamond Variable "Net Ratio" limes variable "Diamond" 
Distance from CBD & Diamond Variable "Distance from CBD" limes variable "Diamond" 
Estate Scalc & Diamond Variable "Estate Scalc" times variable "Diamond" 
Age & L-shapc Variable "Age" times variable "L-shapc" 
Gross Size & L-shape Variable "Gross size" times variable "L-shape" 
Net Ratio & L-shapc Variable "Net Ratio" times variable "L-shapc" • / + 
Distance from CBD & L-shapc Variable "Distance from CBD" times variable "L-shapc" 
Esialc Scalc & L-shapc Variable "Estate Scalc" times variable "L-shape" 
Age & Rectangular-shape Variable "Age" times variable "Rectangular" 
Gross Size & Rectangular-shape Variable "Gross size" times variable "Rectangular" 
Net Ratio & Rcctangular-shapc Variable "Net Ratio" limes variable "Rectangular" - / + 
Distance from CBD & Rectangular-shape Variable "Distance from CBD" times variable "Rectangular" - / + 
Estate Scalc & Rectangular-shapc Variable "Estate Scalc" times variable "Rectangular" 也 
47 
Table 3a Descriptive Statistics 
Mean Standard Deviation Min Median 
D e p e n d e n t Variables 
l n_p r i ce 0 . 7 9 8 5 0 . 5 2 5 8 - 5 . 2 9 8 3 1 7 3 . 3 6 7 2 9 6 0 . 7 8 3 9 0 1 6 
I n d e p e n d e n t Variables 
Structural Attr ibutes 
A g e 10.3581 7 . 5 6 3 8 0 37 9 
A g e 2 164 .5004 2 1 0 . 6 4 4 0 0 1369 81 
F loor 15 .6399 9 . 4 0 1 6 0 4 5 15 
F l o o r 2 3 3 2 . 9 9 5 4 3 4 5 . 2 2 3 6 0 2 0 2 5 2 2 5 
G r o s s size 6 7 6 . 8 7 3 1 178 .8206 2 7 3 2 1 6 6 6 6 6 
Gross size 2 4 9 0 1 3 3 . 8 0 0 0 2 7 6 2 2 6 . 8 0 0 0 7 4 5 2 9 4 6 9 1 5 5 6 4 4 3 5 5 6 
Net rat io 0 . 8 1 7 0 0 . 0 4 5 6 0 . 4 2 0 . 9 9 0 .81 
C l u b h o u s e 0 . 7 7 6 6 0 . 4 1 6 5 0 1 1 
L u c k y N u m b e r 0 .0941 0 . 2 9 2 0 0 1 0 
Estate scale 8 0 8 7 . 5 6 7 0 4 5 3 0 . 6 6 2 0 1120 15836 8 0 7 1 
N e i g h b o r h o o d Attr ibutes 
M T R 5 0 0 0 . 3 6 5 3 0 . 4 8 1 5 0 1 0 
K C R 5 0 0 0 . 0 6 3 1 0 . 2 4 3 2 0 1 0 
Open Space 5 0 0 0 . 7 0 6 0 0 . 4 5 5 6 0 1 0 
W a t e r 5 0 0 0 . 4 0 3 4 0 . 4 9 0 6 0 1 0 
Locat ional Attributes 
Distance f r o m C B D 14 .4215 10 .8346 1.8 3 6 . 6 11 
Distance f r o m C B D 2 3 2 5 . 3 6 9 0 4 5 2 . 4 4 5 5 3 .24 1 3 3 9 . 5 6 121 
H o n g K o n g Island 0 . 2 6 8 0 0 . 4 4 2 9 0 1 0 
K o w l o o n 0 . 2 9 3 6 0 . 4 5 5 4 0 1 0 
F loor Layou t Attr ibutes 
F o y e r “ 0 . 2 0 5 2 0 . 4 0 3 8 0 1 0 
C o r r i d o r 0 . 8 2 2 8 0 . 3 8 1 8 0 1 1 
B a l c o n y 0 . 0 8 2 9 0 . 2 7 5 8 0 1 0 
No . of b e d r o o m s 2 . 4 7 1 9 0 . 5 5 2 1 1 5 2 
No . of toilet 1 .2996 0 . 4 7 0 7 1 3 1 
Kitchen accessible to l iving r o o m 0 . 7 6 8 3 0 . 4 2 1 9 0 1 1 
Kitchen ad jacen t to b e d r o o m s 0 . 0 9 3 9 0 . 2 9 1 6 0 1 0 
Toi le t ad jacen t to b e d r o o m s 0 . 9 8 4 6 0 . 1 2 3 3 0 1 1 
D i a m o n d 0 . 4 0 6 2 0 . 4 9 1 1 0 1 0 
L - shape 0 . 1 9 5 0 0 . 3 9 6 2 0 1 0 
Rec tangu la r 0 . 2 9 4 8 0 . 4 5 5 9 0 1 0 
Store r o o m 0 . 0 9 7 8 0 . 2 9 7 1 0 1 0 
R o o f 0 . 0 4 4 4 0 . 2 0 5 9 0 1 0 
Deck 0 . 0 0 2 0 0 . 0 4 4 6 0 1 0 
Views Attr ibutes 
Sea -v iew “ 0 . 0 7 4 1 0 . 2 6 2 0 0 1 0 
In terac t ive te rms 
A g e & D i a m o n d 2 . 3 3 6 3 4 . 2 4 1 7 0 2 5 0 
G r o s s Size & D i a m o n d 3 0 7 . 8 2 5 5 3 8 4 . 2 2 9 4 0 2 1 6 6 0 
Net Rat io & D i a m o n d 0 . 3 3 0 1 0 . 3 9 9 7 0 0 .97 0 
Dis tance f r o m C B D & D i a m o n d 6 . 9 3 0 0 12 .1950 0 36 .6 0 
Estate Scale & D i a m o n d 4 3 9 3 . 8 6 6 0 5 8 5 4 . 5 8 7 0 0 15836 0 
A g e & L - s h叩 e 2 . 6 0 0 8 6 . 3 9 7 3 0 37 0 
Gross Size & L - s h a p e 134 .2034 2 8 4 . 0 5 5 2 0 1688 0 
Net Rat io & L- shape 0 . 1 6 2 6 0 . 3 3 0 9 0 0 . 9 9 0 
Dis tance f r o m C B D & L-shape 2 . 6 4 9 8 6 . 5 4 5 6 0 31 0 
Estate Scale & L - s h a p e 1 2 8 9 . 6 3 7 0 3 1 9 7 . 4 8 3 0 0 1 3 0 6 3 0 
A g e & R e c t a n g u l a r - s h a p e 3 . 8 4 3 5 7 . 1 6 4 9 0 37 0 
Gross Size & R e c t a n g u l a r - s h叩e 1 6 8 . 5 4 6 8 2 7 4 . 4 6 8 0 0 1494 0 
Net Rat io & Rec t angu la r - shape 0 . 2 3 7 8 0 . 3 6 9 0 0 0 . 9 8 0 
Distance f r o m C B D & Rec tangu la r - shape 3 . 8 6 1 2 7 . 2 1 6 7 0 31 0 
Estate Scale & R e c t a n g u l a r - s h a p e 1 7 0 0 . 4 7 3 0 3 3 5 6 . 6 1 4 0 0 1 3 0 6 3 0 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3c Correlation Coefficients (Living room shapes and other explanatory variables) 
Diamond L-shape Rectangular Two-rectangle 
"Age -0.5039 0.1934 0 2 3 0.2164 
Age2 -0.4194 0.1863 0.1844 0.1577 
Floor -0.0149 -0.0025 0.0303 -0.0181 
Floor2 -0.0049 -0.003 0.0246 -0.025 
Gross size 0.3749 0.0315 -0.3806 -0.0757 
Gross size2 0.3196 0.0286 -0.324 -0.0675 
Net ratio -0.0773 0.1817 -0.1487 0.1108 
Clubhouse 0.4286 -0.2325 -0.1293 -0.1951 
Lucky Number -0.015 0.0033 0.0099 0 .0052 
M T R 5 0 0 -0.2816 0.1143 0.0069 0.2946 
K C R 5 0 0 -0.2142 0.1056 0.1881 -0.0733 
Open Space 500 0.2542 -0.0375 -0.1177 -0,1847 
Water 500 0.1998 0.002 -0.2073 -0.0144 
Distance f rom C B D 0.2017 -0.0377 -0.0794 -0.1572 
Distance f rom C B D 2 0.2909 -0.0757 -0.1407 -0.1598 
Hong Kong Island 0.1295 -0.0466 -0.1495 0.0754 
Kowloon 0.0703 -0.0291 -0.0944 0.0657 
Estate Scale 0.4988 -0.1605 -0.3312 -0.0997 
Foyer -0.4191 0.0852 0.3023 0.1124 
Corr idor 0.384 0.0171 -0.3626 -0.0985 
Balcony -0.0765 0.1259 0.0112 -0.0571 
No. of bedrooms 0.3008 -0.0429 -0.2221 -0.0966 
No. of toilet 0.3029 -0.0176 -0.2272 -0.1254 
Kitchen accessible to living room 0.3746 -0.065 -0.2461 -0.151 
Kitchen adjacent to bedrooms -0.1498 0.0658 0.0478 0.0845 
Toilet adjacent to bedrooms 0.1037 -0.1254 -0.0268 0.036 
Store room 0.1197 0.0205 -0.1761 0.0438 
Roof -0.1316 -0.0414 0.2072 -0.044 
Deck -0.0348 -0.0029 0.0491 -0.0136 
Sea-view 0.1236 0.0093 -0.0819 -0.0886 
Tabic 3d No. of transaction in each sampling period (Quarterly) 
Quarter No. of transaction Quarter No. of transaction Quarter No. of transaction Quarter No. of transaction 
Q1-1992 Q3-1995 Q1-1999 Q3-2002 1 6 ^ 
Q2-1992 4869 Q4-1995 5666 Q2-1999 2901 Q4-2002 1737 
Q3-1992 5165 Q1-1996 7261 Q3-1999 2246 Q1-2003 1399 
Q4-1992 3379 Q2-1996 7086 Q4-1999 1783 Q2-2003 1721 
Q1-1993 5474 Q3-1996 5388 Q1-2000 2229 Q3-2003 2247 
Q2-1993 8877 Q4-1996 9458 Q2-2000 1902 Q4-2003 2111 
Q3-1993 4386 Q1-1997 9423 Q3-2000 2668 Q1-2004 3436 
Q4-1993 3732 Q2-1997 10049 Q4-2000 1903 Q2-2004 2000 
Q1-1994 6832 Q3-1997 4192 Q1-2001 2171 Q3-2004 2622 
Q2-1994 3948 Q4-1997 3573 Q2-2001 2428 Q4-2004 3288 
Q3-1994 3433 Q1-1998 3360 Q3-2001 2234 Q1-2005 4987 
Q4-1994 3569 Q2-1998 2674 Q4-2001 2461 Q2-2005 5420 
Q1-1995 5346 Q3-1998 2750 Q1-2002 2314 Q3-2005 3208 
Q2-1995 5533 Q4-1998 4909 Q2-2002 2146 Q4-2005 2775 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5 Interactive terms 
"Damond" related "L-shape" related "Rectangular" related "Tw o-Rectangle" related 
ar® es interactive terms interactive terms interactive terms interactive terms 
Age Age & Diamond Age & L-shape Age & Rectangular Age & Tw o-Rectangle 
一 . „ . , Gross size & Gross size & Tw o-
Gross size Gross size & Diamond Gross size & L-shape „ , , 。 • 
^ Rectangular Rectangle 
Net ratio & Tw o-
Net ratio Net ratio & Diamond Net ratio & L-shape Net ratio & Rectangular Rectangle 
Dstance from CBD & Distance from CBD & L- Distance from CBD & Distance from CBD & 
Distance from CBD Diamond shape Rectangular Two-Rectangle 
Estate scale & Estate scale & Tw o-




Figure 1 Implicit prices of "Age" in Basic Model 1 and Basic Model 2 
Implicit prices of "Age" in Basic Model 1 and Basic Model 2 
0.4 
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Figure 2 Implicit prices of "Age" in difTercnt models 
Implicit prices of "Age" in different models 
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Figure 3 Implicit prices of "Floor" in different models 
Implicit prices of "Floor" in different models 
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Figure 4 (Bar chart of number of transaction in each quarter) 
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Appendix Three 
Using floor plans information to construct dataset 
We use floor plans, which are provided by property agency firms, to complete 
the dataset. Actually, floor plans contain lots of information which is very useful for 
our analysis. The floor plan features are as followings: "Foyer", "Corridor", 
"Balcony", "No. of bedrooms", “No. of toilets", "Kitchen accessible to living room", 
"Kitchen adjacent to bedrooms", "Toilet adjacent to bedroom" and shape of living 
room. We would like to illustrate (with examples) how to record the interior design 
variables of our dataset. 
7 7 6 ' 7 7 6 ' 
WW 
6 3 8 ' 6 3 6 ' 
Figure for example 1 (Floor plan of "Diamond-shape" living room)"", South Horizons 
Source from Midland Holding's website : 
http://www.midland.com.hk/agency/chi/residential/developer_project/E00021/f]pO 1 .jpg 
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Example 1 
All flats in figure 1 belong to "Diamond-shape" living room category. In Flat A， 
There are three bedrooms, and two toilets. Kitchen is accessible to living room, 
therefore, the dummy variable ““Kitchen accessible to living room" is one; Toilet is 
located next to bedrooms, therefore, the dummy variable "Toilet adjacent to 
bedroom" is one; The kitchen isn't located near bedroom, therefore, the dummy 
variable "Kitchen adjacent to bedroom" is zero. There exists a corridor, whereas 
there is no foyer and balcony, thus, the dummy variable "Corridor" is one, on the 
other hand, the dummy variable "Foyer" and "Balcony" is zero. 
J座頂樓平面圖 
齢 i i T ^ ^ I p e r r i 1 
• tt _ • - • — 嬸• • 
18 - n - IB - n" IB'- IV ie - •>• 
Figure for example 2 (Floor plan of "L-shape" and "Two-Rectangle" living room)""’ Telford Garden 
Example 2 
Flat 01 belongs to "L-shape" living room category. There are two bedrooms and one 
toilet. Kitchen is accessible to living room, therefore, the dummy variable ‘“‘Kitchen 
accessible to living room" is one; neither toilet nor kitchen isn't located next to 
41 Flat 02 belongs to "Two-Rectangle" type, whereas, Flat 04 belongs to "L-shape" type. 
Source from Midland Holding's 
website :http://www.midlandxom.hk/agency/chi/residential/developer_project/E00056/i_l.jpg 
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bedrooms, therefore, the dummy variable "Toilet adjacent to bedroom" and "Kitchen 
adjacent to bedroom" is zero. There is no corridor and balcony, whereas there is a 
foyer, thus, the dummy variable "Corridor" and "Balcony" is zero, on the other hand, 
the dummy variable "Foyer" is one. We can see that the floor plan of Flat 01 is same 
as that of Flat 04, 05，08, 12，andl3. 
Flat 02 belongs to "Two-rectangle" living room category. There are two bedrooms 
and one toilet. Kitchen is accessible to living room, therefore, the dummy variable 
"Kitchen accessible to living room" is one; both toilet and kitchen are located next to 
bedroom, therefore, the dummy variable "Toilet adjacent to bedroom" and "Kitchen 
adjacent to bedroom" is one. There is no foyer and balcony, whereas there is a 
corridor, thus, the dummy variable "Foyer" and "Balcony" is zero, on the other hand, 
the dummy variable "Corridor" is one. We can see that the floor plan of Flat 02 is 




— "•‘ •>?.' i r I I'l'vi" 17 -IT I'J- -O.V 
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Figure for example 3 (Floor plan of "Rectangular" shape living room/^, Tai Po Center 
Example 3 
All flats shown in figure 3 belong to "Rectangular" shape living room category. The 
floor plans of Flat A, D, E and H are the same, whereas the floor plan of Flat B，C, F 
and G are the same. There are two bedrooms and one toilet in all flats. There is a 
"Foyer" and kitchen is accessible to living room, therefore, the dummy variable 
""Kitchen accessible to living room" is one in Flat B，C, F and G; on the other hand, 
Flat A, D，E and H don't have a foyer. All of eight flats do not have a corridor and 
balcony, and the toilet or kitchen isn't located next to bedrooms, thus, the dummy 
variables "Corridor", "Balcony", "Toilet adjacent to bedroom" and "Kitchen adjacent 
to bedroom" is zero. 
42 All flats shown in figure 3 belong to "Rectangular" shape living room. Source from Midland 
Holdings' website: 
http://www. midland, com. hk/agency/chi/residential/developerjproj ect/E00072/fi)_blk01 .jpg 
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Appendix Four 
Implicit prices of housing attributes over time 
Edmonds (1985), Meese and Wallace (1997), Leung et al (2006) confirm that 
the prices of housing attributes, at equilibrium, are fluctuating over time.43 In this 
part, we intend to show that the implicit prices of housing attributes are not stable 
over time and to compare the time series plots using the results of two different 
models, namely, Basic model 1 and Model with "Interactive terms" using restricted 
sample. 
Graph 1 (Time series plot of R-square's coefficients from different models'''') 
Comparasion of R-squared of different models 
1 — 
0.6 
Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql-
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
period • R-squarcd (Basic model 1) 
— • ~ R - s q u a r e d (Model with interactive terms and design 
var iables using restr ic ted sample) | | 
43 For detail, See Leung (2007). 
Basic mode refers to the model shown in table 6. 
Model with "Design variables" refers to model in table 10. 
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Graph 2 (Time series plot of Adj. R-square's coefficients from different models) 
Comparasion of Adj R-squared from different models 
1 
^ m 
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Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql- Ql-
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
period 
• Adj R-squarcd ( B a s i c model 1) 
~ • ~ A d j . R-squared ( M o d e l with interact ive terms 
and design var iables using restr icted s a m p l e ) 
Graph 1 and graph 2 show the time series plot of R-square and Adjusted R-
square respectively. There is a great drop in value since the third quarter of year 1999 
in both graphs. The model with "Interactive terms，，using restricted sample can fit the 
data better than the Basic model 1 does. 
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Graph 2 (Time series plot of Adj. R-square's coefficients from different models) 
Comparasion of "Age" from different models 
0 .1 -1 — 
0.08 
-u.uz 5； o" ©‘ ©‘ o" ^ v c y ©‘ o ' o o" o " o 
— • — A g e ( B a s i c m o d e l 1) 
p e r i o d _ g _ _ A 辟 ( M o d e l with in terac t ive t erms and des ign 
var iab les using res tr i c ted s a m p l e ) 
All of the implicit prices of "Age" from Basic model 1 are positive value, 
whereas almost all of these coming from the Model with "Interactive terms" using 
restricted sample are negative value. We suspect that there should be omitted variable 
bias in Basic model 1. 
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Graph 2 (Time series plot of Adj. R-square's coefficients from different models) 
Comparasion of "MTR500" from different models 
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-0.1 -‘ 
— M T R 5 0 0 (Bas ic model 1) 
period 
• MTR500 (Model with interactive terms and 
design variables using restricted sample) 
MTR is one of the major mass transportation systems in Hong Kong. It is 
generally believed that residential estates located along MTR routes can have better 
resistance from fluctuation of economic performance. The implicit prices of "MTR 
500" from the Model with "Interactive terms" using restricted sample are quite stable 
over time and consistently to have positive value during that time horizon. 
Graph 5 (Time series plot of Diamond's coefficient and its confidence interval s from different models) 
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Graph 6 (Time series plot ofL-shape's coefficient and its confidence interval s from different models) 
The value of L-shape coefficient and confidence interval 
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Graph 7 (Time series plot of Rectangular-shape's coefficient and its confidence interval s from different models) 
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We also analyze whether the "Design variables" change over time or 
existence of time trend. We use the value of Living room's estimated coefficient in 
each quarter and its confidence interval from "Model with interactive terms and 
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design variable using restricted sample，’.45 We observe that there is an obvious trend 
which is coincidence with the general economic performance and there is an increase 
in range of confidence interval after the third quarter of year 1999. For example, 
there is a downtrend after the second quarter of year 1997, when the burst of real 
estate bubble. And after the second quarter of year 2003，we can observe that an 
uptrend is constructing. It is because these living room shapes are preferred to the 
controlled variable; therefore, they should be superior goods. When the economy is 
booming, participants in residential market will price them higher, vice versa. 
45 Living room variables are "Diamond", "L-shape" and "Rectangular-shape"; "Two-
Rectangle shape" is controlled. 
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Appendix Five 
Robustness check for the potential problem of 
heteroskedasticity 
Heteroskedasticity refers to regression disturbances whose variances are not 
constant across observations. 46 in empirical works of real estate analysis, 
Heteroskedasticity may also arise in many circumstances, for instance, we may group 
the observations from various classes of housing, and we may see greater variance 
for the high transaction price group than that for the low transaction price group. The 
difference in variance of transaction price might depend on building quality and 
reputation of the entire district. In this section, we compare the result from 
heteroskedasticity regression and that from OLS with various specification forms. 
The results from Heteroskedasticity regression are more or less the same as 
those from OLS e s t i m a t i o n . 4 7 Therefore, we may conclude that our contribution to 
real estate economics, which is the introduction of design variables in valuation of 
high rise residential housing, is still valid. 
(Figure 4h, 4i and 4j about here) 
46 For details, see Greene W.,(2000) Econometrics Analysis, ed, New Jersey: 
Prentice Hall 
47 In the sense that the directions of significance of variable are the same, however, 
the degree of significance is not unchanged. When we consider the potential problem 
of Heteroskedasticity, we can see that the importance of "Deck" rises notably in 
various specification forms. 
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